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For those who struggle with the internal question of how to become a more e�ective leader and a ful�lled 

person at work and home, this book by Tineke Wul�ers is a must-read. It does not dwell only on theory 

and academic examples but goes straight into real-life case studies and the structure of a programme that 

improves authentic leadership e�ectiveness. I personally enjoyed the case study of a journey embarked 

on by a leader, followed by his team. �e business results and personal growth of everybody involved 

was amazing. It is clear that although the change took considerable time and resources, the payback 

from the improved business results was incredibly quick. 

Jan Nothnagel, Plant Manager, SA Breweries

“Enough is enough” – a recent and by now famous quote from the UK Prime Minister on terrorism! 

In South Africa and elsewhere many have a similar sentiment about the state of current leadership in 

some of our organisations and countries. If you share that sentiment on leadership, this book by Dr 

Wul�ers is a “must-read”. What really excited me are the personal bene�ts one can achieve through 

the Authentic Leadership journey. Getting to know and understand yourself better and becoming 

comfortable with yourself and the values you stand for, is a great foundation for any leader. Translating 

that personal comfort into improved results (as clearly demonstrated by Wul�ers in her documented 

case studies) still requires good leadership, but the job is all but done. Once you understand the concept 

of leadership authenticity, the power of it lies in its simplicity and the excitement of the iterative journey 

of self-exploration, personal happiness, improved relationships and leadership, better business results 

and, most importantly, sustainability. �is well documented coaching program of Wul�ers o�ers a clear 

roadmap in achieving exactly that.    

Willem Bosman, Brewery Operations Director – Mozambique and Malawi, Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/

NV (AB InBev)

�is book takes one on a highly personal journey of confronting oneself as a leader to be truly authentic 

to the self, others, but most importantly, God. Reading it, I am reminded not only of my own personal 

leadership journey of growth, but I somehow found myself connecting even more with my truly authentic 

self. �is is not a once-o� literary read but a practical life tool that needs to be constantly revisited as we 

journey through life in our quest to be the best version of ourselves as we can truly be. �e convenience 

of accessing such rich and helpful life tools in one book is the cherry on top for me. �is is a must for any 

individual and collective leadership looking to unleash their inner selves, embrace their true purpose in 

their organisations and on this earth, and to live an enriched life!

Kgomotso Molobye, Managing Executive – Human Resources, Openserve

A#er reading this book, I realised that once you develop Authentic Leadership, everything seems to 

fall into place. �e word regulate that was used as part of the process, has taken on a new meaning 

for me. I resonate with the values and morals of this journey. If you are willing to embark on this, you 

will be equipped with something great – a total shi# in who you are. It made me realise that we can all 

become ine�ective if we do not commit to change. I am now convinced that ‘silver bullet’ programmes, 

which are sometimes used in desperation to put a plaster over something that is not yet in place, do not 

work. Finally, Neo’s story resonated with me, which made me realise that the impact of this journey is 

immense.

Hajira Fewster, Head of Human Resources, Sub Sahara Africa, !omson Reuters

Tineke has produced a profound and timely work here. She has managed to beautifully, yet boldly 

articulate the dire leadership need we experience today. More than that, she has provided a way forward 

that re$ects the kind of leadership she espouses. I found myself resonating deeply with her words, many 

times wanting to shout out, “�at’s what I’ve been trying to say for so long!” Years of deep re$ection, 



thought, research and experience in working with leaders have allowed her to produce a masterpiece 

that needs to become a classic in the leadership library.

Mark Holtshousen, Master Executive Coach & Head of Global Career Management at MTN Group

From the start, this book punched me in the stomach and spoke to my heart. It is a bitter-sweet reminder 

that previous successes do not necessarily result in Authentic Leadership, and that the world desperately 

needs people, not just leaders, to embark on this journey. �is journey is not, however, for the faint-

hearted. It also will not �t all organisations because an organisation has to be truly willing to shi# its 

mindset. Any organisation that is ready for true transformation should embark on this journey; just 

by committing to it, one would know that this organisation believes in the concepts derived from the 

greatest theorists and humanists. From my years of experience in understanding human behaviour, 

I can guarantee that those who do embark on the journey will, without a doubt, be more successful. 

Drawing information and understanding from these thought leaders, you end up with a knot in your 

stomach  as you realise what it actually takes to be an authentic leader. If all people could take this 

journey, the world would be a better place.

Simone Vorster, Human Resource Strategist, Sub Sahara Africa, !omson Reuters

Authentic Leadership E"ectiveness for Individuals and Teams combines the best from academic literature 

with a practical approach as to how to develop this type of leadership e�ectiveness in real life. As HR 

professional, I enjoyed reading it, and I recommend this book to every coach, peer and leader who wants 

to make a di�erence and drive change from within. A brilliant piece of work!

Debbie Hameetman, Director: Human Resource Management for Manufacturing Europe, SABIC

Tineke brings a fresh, insightful perspective to how coaching can change lives in the workplace and 

beyond. Her years of experience in the coaching and leadership development �eld allow her to distil 

new ways of thinking and applying coaching. An essential read for those serious about transforming 

leadership and lives through coaching.

Lindsay Falkov, People Advisory Services – Executive Director, Ernst and Young LLP

Dr. Tineke Wul�ers chose to write this book through the lens of a coach-practitioner. It is underpinned 

with relevant and robust theory and, at the same time, o�ers very practical and believable evidence 

that a programme designed to develop Authentic Leadership E�ectiveness, works! I shall try to sum 

up the gems I discovered to enhance my own growth as well as that of my clients. Authentic leaders 

are spiritually informed beacons of hope who embrace truth and ethicality. �ey strive to be nobody 

but their best selves. �e key to achieving this is a keen focus on character and substance, and not 

leadership style. �rough heightened awareness and true introspection, leaders and teams of substance 

have reached a level of consciousness where they are motivated by a clari�ed (and in teams, co-created 

and agreed) purpose, values and contribution. �ey lead others with positive intent by inspiring trust 

and transparency, and in so doing, build e�ective leader-follower relations. �e biggest learning for 

me personally from Tineke’s work is how to display appropriate vulnerability and how to foster an 

environment where teams can do the same. I felt a strong sense of her true self being represented in her 

work and, just like a good novel, could not put it down, once I had started reading. What a blessing you 

have brought to the leadership-space!

Dr Salome van Coller-Peter, Head of MPhil in Management Coaching, University of Stellenbosch Business 

School, and author of the book Coaching Leadership Teams

In a time when so many are despondent about an apparent global void of high-calibre leaders, Tineke 

Wul�ers’ book on authentic leadership is a welcome call to both re$ection and action. �e text provides 

not only rich insights on the topic, but also serves as a helpful guide for coaches who seek to work with 

open-minded clients to build authentic leadership expertise. 

Professor Nicola Kleyn, Dean: !e University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of Business Science


